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new games post 08-13-03, 20:47 Hi guys, first post for this, and i think i have a bit of a problem, i'm trying to install (using the patch5.1) the file x:\srykau\temp\q1-p5-patch1\dvd0n.1.i386\dvd0n.1.i386.adf and when i extract the file and try to play it in a disc i get the error "error: unable to find or load the runtime." I have scoured the web but nothing seems to work for me. I am playing on "forza
2000". It works fine on the 1st patch, it is the dvd patch 1 that causes me grief. Have any of you guys played it with this patch5.1 dvd patch? kaufman_comic 08-14-03, 01:19 i run a clean install of dvd5.1 on my system. no issues here. the problem you have may be because your dvd drive is bad, corrupted, or maybe its a bad disc. any of these can cause problems. check your drive, replace the disk if
its corrupt. q1-p5-patch1 08-15-03, 16:20 Thanks for the reply's, but it was actually my system that was 'bad'... I managed to remove the install and install again after a nasty wipe out, and now it works! Thanks for your help, I will definatly be back to check out more patches! P.S. to the guy that sent me that patch, it worked for me, i guess if i can get all the patches from you then i will be a happy
customer! ;) i have seen others around with this problem, and they can use any patch that has the DVD1.1.i386.adf file inside. 08-18-03, 16:10 Hi again! I managed to get patch 5.1 to work, however there are still a few minor problems with it. 1. There are some missing sound files 2. There are a few graphical glitches, mainly to do with the enemy animation and the starfield 3. The 82157476af
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